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About Shire Types and Shire Pro

Shire Arabic Shire Arabic language support

Shire Types echo the idiosyncratic 

vernacular lettering seen across Britain. 

The family offers a versatile range of 

styles all with a constant heavy weight. 

From simple block sans to the more 

playful unicase and chunky scripts. 

Fantastic for headings and titles or mixed 

together to create individually crafted 

words. The styles are further explored in 

Cyrillic and Greek as well as Arabic. 

Each family comprises of 6 fonts with 

varying styles. The types can be mixed 

together or used individually.

Derbyshire

Staffordshire

Cheshire

Shropshire

Warwickshire

Worcestershire

Shire Arabic ArabicA single font with 

mixed styles, but 

no alternates.

Capital sans

Capital slab

Unicase sans

Unicase slab

Script sans

Script slab

Features

The text you set can be modified and 

crafted through the use of OpenType 

features built into the font file. These 

allow access to;

Alternative glyphs

Ligatures

Basic fractions

Published

Shire Types language support Shire Pro language support Further information

Shire Types 1998

Shire Pro 2011

Shire Arabic 2012

The character set includes support 

for many languages that use the Latin 

script. Those often grouped under West, 

Central and East European, such as;

In addition to the language support 

included in the Shire Types, Shire Pro 

also contains Cyrillic and Greek scripts 

and can set languages, including;

Test the fonts online or download a 

demo at typography.net. Read about the 

design at studiotype.com. These fonts 

are available for license on desktop, web 

and app.

Croatian

Czech

Danish

Dutch

Finnish
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Russian

Serbian
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Spanish
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Key details
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Sans serif letter shapes. Soft strokes and rounded details.Heavy slab serifs. Accented letters shrink to fit. Shire Arabic had to break the regimented 

structure of the Shire Types. Although 

it’s been compressed as much as 

possible to maintain a family consistency 

without reducing legibility.

There are no ascenders or descenders 

in the Shire Types and Shire Pro. Letters 

shrink to fit a constant measure.

Sans ScriptSlab Fitted RogueShort



Basic fractions Serbian and Macedonian lettersCapital eszett Arrows
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The Fractions feature will make the basic fraction; half, one 

quarter, and three quarters.

Serbian and Macedonian use different forms for several 

characters in their italic. These are included in the more 

cursive-based fonts of Shire Pro Warwickshire and 

Worcestershire and can be turned on by selecting Stylistic 

Alternates or Stylistic Set 1.

Shire Pro Derbyshire and Staffordshire include a capital ß 

design. These are accessible through the application’s 

Glyph palette.

Shire Pro and Shire Arabic include a selection of arrows which 

are accessible through the application’s Glyph palette.



Example

Больше чая?

قهوة عطرية

Pełnia księżyca

Staffordshire

Cheshire

Shire Arabic
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Example

grand central

Marizápalos

Shropshire

Warwickshire

Worcestershire

Derbyshire

Staffordshire

Cheshire

Key



Example

βιβλίο

дракон

straße

prosím

Shropshire

Warwickshire

Worcestershire

Derbyshire

Staffordshire

Cheshire

Key



About

Since 1998 Jeremy Tankard Typography has been innovating award-winning type 

and producing typographic solutions for clients across the world. We create type 

that embraces technology and the changing use of typefaces and fonts. With a high 

attention to detail and quality, our collection offers diverse possibilities for all aspects 

of design. Our bespoke typefaces also reflect this same approach and attention to 

detail, as a result many have won awards based on their originality, design excellence 

and functionality.

Jeremy Tankard Typography Ltd

Windyridge

4 Worts Causeway

Cambridge cb1 8rl

England, UK

+44 (0)1223 47 46 14

@JeremyTankard

info@typography.net

Jeremy Tankard Typography Contact

middleshire

Further information

Test the fonts online or download a demo at typography.net

Read the about the design at studiotype.com

These fonts are available for license on desktop, web and app.

Legal

This PDF uses the Shire Pro, Shire Arabic and Pembroke 

typefaces.

Shire Types® and Pembroke® are registered trademarks of JT 

Types Ltd. The typefaces and font software available to license 

from Jeremy Tankard Typography are the intellectual property 

of JT Types Ltd. All rights reserved.
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